INTRODUCTION
This paper investigates the submodule lattice of an arbitrary indecomposable module in a block with cyclic defect group of a group algebra over a field of prime characteristic. We set our notation, recall some important known facts about such modules, and then state our results.
G denotes a finite group, p a fixed prime divisor of ICI, F a field of characteristic p, and B a block of the group algebra FG with cyclic defect group D, JDI > 1.
Here, "module" will always mean a finitely generated FG-module, each of whose indecomposable summands belongs to (is "in") B. If U is a submodule of M, this is denoted by U< M. The following description of the indecomposable modules in B may be found in [ 1, VII.121. There is a connected tree T (the "Brauer tree") associated with B. The edges of r correspond to the simple FG-modules in B. We write edge E, ++ module L,, and sometimes say "edge L,." There are r edges, where elp-1. If t :=(I01 -1)/e> I, then there is one node of r designated the exceptional node.
For each node P of r, there is a cyclic ordering E,, E2,..., E, of the edges incident to P such that if R is a serial, but not simple, module whose composition factors are all from among L,, Lz,..., L, and if Sot R z Li, then Soc(R/Soc R) z L,, , (read i+ 1 (mod YII)).
Any proper quotient N of a projective indecomposable module is characterized by a "cone diagram" L where Rad NZ S, OS, and each S, is a serial module with composition factors L,,, , Li.2 ,..., L,,, (in ascending order). Furthermore, N/S, is serial, and if { i,j> = { 1, 2}, there is an exact sequence (0) + S, + N/S, + L + (0) .
The edges of t which correspond to the composition factors of S, are all incident to the node P,, where edge L is incident to nodes P, and P2 in T. An isomorphism type of simple module can appear as a composition factor of N/S, at most once, unless P, is the exceptional node, in which case the series Li,,, L,,2,..., L,.,,, L may cycle around P, as many as t times (no edge appears more than t times). Thus, the cyclic orderings imply that we may abbreviate the diagram for N to L L I.1 A L 2.1 leaving out some or all the intermediate "dots," without ambiguity, as long as the correct multiplicity is understood when the exceptional node is involved. One side of the cone (S, or S,) does not appear if and only if N is serial.
An indecomposable module W which is neither simple nor projective is characterized by a "zig-zag diagram" (Ll 9(W)= "? . ...,,, m..
((. .J~;,; L, L ,+2 L r+J LA (LA +2' (1.1) where Sot WZL,@L~+~@ ". @Lk@ (L,+z) and if L,-, does or Lk+? does not appear) in 9(W) is the diagram of a submodule of W of the type as described above.
We define a strand of 9(W) to be any segment of the form / L ,+ I L ii I 1.
/ L, which extends from bottom to top. A point of 9(W) is a "dot" of the diagram, which means both the isomorphism class of simple modules which the dot represents, and sufficient information to locate the dot at a particular position on a particular strand. It seems unnecessary to use formal "coordinate" notation (as in [3] or [4] ) for points of 9(W). Note that points represent simple modules in the diagram 9(W), while edges represent simple modules in the tree T. The simple modules corresponding to the points of 9(W) are the composition factors of W, including multiplicities, if any. The sequence of modules (L, ,), L,, L,, , ,..., L, + ,( L, + *) from the bottom and top of G2( W) must arise from a connected subtree of t of one of the following two types: (1.3) where P,, is the exceptional node and E,,,, = E, +Z,, + , ~, for 1 <.j < n.
Each strand of 9(W) represents a "tour" through (some of) the edges incident to a particular node, and follows the ordering at that node (either up or down). Note that 9(W), except for a reversal of right/left orientation (which we regard as no change, since it leaves the isomorphism class of W the same), is completely determined by Sot W, Top W and the composition length of W.
Let M be any module in B with no projective summands. Define 9(M), the diagram of M, to be the disjoint union of the diagrams of the indecomposable summands of M (where the diagram of a simple module is just a single point). The diagram of M is uniquely determined (by the Krull-Schmidt theorem) and it determines M up to isomorphism. The diagrams above describe the indecomposable modules not only for B, but for a large class of symmetric algebras constructed from trees as in [2] . The results stated below hold for these algebras as well. It is clear from the construction of a nonprojective indecomposable module W (as in [l, VII.12]), that if 2 is any truncation of G3( W), then there exists a submodule U of W such that gn( U) =4 and such that k@( W/U) is the complement of g(U) in C$( W). THEOREM 2. Let W be any nonprojective indecomposable module in B. Ij U is any submodule of W, then 9(U) is some truncation 2 qf 9(W), and 9( W/U) is the complement of 4 in 9(W).
An immediate consequence of Theorem 2 is the following. Note that if f is a truncation of CB( W) and p is a point of 2, then the height of p is the same whether p is regarded as a point of 9 or of g(W). We will observe in Section 2 below that if p represents a simple module L and if H(p) = n, then L is a composition factor of Lev,( W).
A given isomorphism class need not occur uniquely as a submodule of an indecomposable module W. The following theorem provides a criterion for determining which submodules of W do occur "uniquely." A variation of this criterion is also given in Section 4 below. THEOREM 3. Let W be a nonprojective indecomposable module in B and let U < W. Then U is the unique submodule of W of its isomorphism class if and only if 9( U) satisfies the following property as a truncation of iS( W):
Whenever p, a point of 9( U), and q, a point qf the complement of 9(U), represent isomorphic simple modules, then in 9(W), H(P) < H(q).
(*I
Remarks on Duality.
If W is a nonprojective indecomposable module, then it is easily seen that the diagram for the contragredient module W* (in block B*, also with defect group D) is obtained by inverting 9(W), and, where point p of 9(W) represents simple module L, by labeling the inversion of point p with L*. In particular, the contragredient of Top W (resp. Sot W) is Sot W* (resp. Top W*). This will be used freely in the sequel.
The results in this paper are originally due to A. Wolff, and are part of her doctoral thesis [4] , written under the direction of R. J. Clarke at the University of Adelaide. The proofs given here are the work of both authors.
REPEATED FACTORS AND THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Throughout this section, W is a fixed nonprojective indecomposable module. When a cone diagram is depicted, our convention is that any part of a strand which appears as a dotted line may not occur.
Suppose that a simple module L occurs at least twice as a composition factor of W. If edge L is incident to the exceptional node P,, in r, then (1.2) and (1.3) imply that all appearances of L in 9( W) come from points on the unique strand in Q(W) which depicts a tour around edges incident to P,,. If L is not incident to P,,, then L must occur in two distinct cones, say among those which comprise 9(W), and not just as a foot which joins these two cones. Then (1.3) must hold, and edge L must share a node in r with each of edges L, and Li (if L ;C: L, or Lj). The various possibilities are easily distinguished, and are summarized in the following PROPOSITION 2.1. Suppose that L is a simple module which is not incident to p,,, and which occurs at least twice as a composition fhctor of W. Then L occurs exactly twice as a composition factor, and the following four cases are exhaustive: are truncations of 9( W).
Suppose that L is a simple module which is not incident to P,, and which occurs twice as a composition,factor of W. Then one of the following must occur:
(i) L 4 Sot W, or (ii) L is represented by points p, , pz on disjoint strands s,, s2 resp., of 9( W), such that both sI and s2 represent tours around the same node, L does not appear at the top of s2 and H,,(p,) > H,,,(p,).
Proof
If (i) does not hold, then by Proposition 2.1, one of (2.lb) or (2.1~) must occur. So there exist disjoint strands s,, s2 of 9(W) on which appear both L and simple L,, with L & L,. Thus s, and s2 both tour the same node P of r, which is not the exceptional node. Let si be the strand where L, occurs at the bottom. Then L, appears above L on s2, in both of cases (2.lb) and (2.1~) . So by the unique ordering of the edges incident to P, we must have H,,(P,) > ~C,(P,).
The following general lemma is well known and easily proved by induction on n. Proof of Theorem 1. If W is a projective indecomposable module, then the submodule lattice of W is well known (from [ 1; VII.2, VII.121) and the result is clearly true. So we may assume that W is nonprojective.
Let N be a module with N/Rad Nz L (simple), as in Section 1, so that 9(N) is a cone. If m is the largest integer such that Lev,(S,) # (0) for i = 1 or 2 (where Rad Nz S, OS,), it follows that n = m + 1 is the largest integer with Lev,(N) # (0). Thus if point p on 9(N) represents a simple module K and H(p) = h, then K is a composition factor of Lev,(N). Now let N,, N2 ,... be submodules of W such that 9(N,), 9(N,) ,... are the various cones which comprise 9(W). Suppose that K is a simple module which occurs more than once as a composition factor of W.
If K is incident to P,,, then all of its appearances in 9(W) (say r times) are from a single strand. Thus K appears r times as a composition factor of some Nj, and by the above paragraph, K appears at most once in Lev,(N,), for any h. So by Lemma 2.3, K appears at most once in any Lev,( W).
Suppose K is not incident to P,,. Then K has multiplicity two as a composition factor of W. If K 4 Sot W, then K appears at most once in any Lev,( W), since Sot W is multiplicity free. If K Q Sot W, then Corollary 2.2 implies that K appears once as a composition factor in each of two distinct N, and N,, with K 4 Lev,(N;), K 4 Lev, , , (N, ) and n, #n,. Hence, K is a composition factor of Lev,,,( W) and Lev,,,( W), by Lemma 2.3. It follows that each Lev,( W) is multiplicity free, and Theorem 1 is proved.
Remark. The above proof shows that the points of 9(W) of height n represent the composition factors of Lev,,( W).
THE PROOF OF THEOREM 2
Again, W denotes a fixed nonprojective indecomposable module, with 9(W) as in (1.1). LEMMA 3.1. If U < W then 9(U) is a truncation of 9( W).
Proof: If Top W is simple, then the submodule lattice of W is well known (every proper submodule is a direct sum of submodules of serial modules S, and S,, where S, 0 S z z Rad W and S, and Sz have no common composition factors) and the result follows. If Sot W is simple, then again the submodule lattice is well known and the result holds.
We proceed by induction on the composition length of W, and may assume that Sot W has at least two distinct simple submodules Lj and L, + 2 (as in (1.1)). If there exists a third point on the strand then let K denote the simple module represented by the point just above the bottom point.
Suppose that Top U z L is simple, so that 9(U) has the form either Let N, , N,,. .. be submodules of W such that Q(N,), g(N,),... are the various cones which comprise (and are truncations of) 9(W). If U d N/ for some j then CB( U) is a truncation of 9(N,), hence of 9(W). So we may assume that (0) # (U + N,)/N, z U/U n N, for all j. Thus L. has greater multiplicity as a constituent of U+ N, than as a constituent of N,. So L has multiplicity, say, m 3 2 as a composition factor of W, and L occurs at most m -1 times in any N,. Hence, If Top U z L is simple and 9(U) is not a truncation of 9( W), then L is not incident to P,, and L has multiplicity two as a composition factor of W.
(3.2) We continue to assume that Top Uz L is simple. There exists a serial module Xd W such that l (L,-1) P(X) = .._ '* L, (a truncation of I/'( W)) and W/X is indecomposable with Then Soc( W/X) multiplicity free implies that K #z Lj for any Li ;C: Lj in sot w.
Suppose that Sot U does not contain Li@ L, (L;@ L, + z if the latter exists). This must happen if U is serial. Then by a right-to-left reversal of 9(W) if necessary, we may assume that Li & Sot U and hence that Un X= (0) . Then U 4 W/X. Induction implies that 9(U) is a truncation of 9( W/X). Now Sot U < Sot W implies that Sot U < Li+2@ ... @ Lk @ (Lk+*), and hence KC& Sot U. It follows that either 9(U) is a truncation of 9(W) or U is serial, the strand ;(K) does not appear in 9( W/X), and L Ii-1
Assume that the latter occurs. If 9(U) has more than two points, let K denote the simple module represented by the point just above the bottom on 9(U). There exists an indecomposable module Y < W such that (a truncation of 9(W)) and
(the complement of 9(Y) in 9(W)). So W/Y indecomposable implies that if K' appears as shown, then K' ;C L,. By induction, 3( U n Y) is a truncation of 9(Y). Then Sot U= L,+2 implies that either Y = Li+2 = U n Y or Y > L,+2 (i.e., the strand really exists in 9( W) and 9( Y)), and 9( U n Y) is a truncation of But the two strands We may now assume that L 9(U)= V, A V* with L, I/,, V2 distinct, I/, z Lj and V, % Lk(Lk+ 2). Since L is not incident to P,,, there is only one cone of this form. Now L not incident to P,, and the form of 62(U) imply that the graph
is a subgraph of t. Edges VI and V2 must occur in the subtree (1.3) which constructs 9(W), hence all of (3.3) is part of (1.3). If neither P, nor P, is the "branch node" Q of (1.3) then V, and V, must occur "consecutively" in the bottom of 9(W), hence 9(U) must be a truncation of 9( IV). So we may assume that VI z L,, I/, % L,(L, +2) and
Hence, cones Q L and is a subtree of ( I .3 ). lK"' andeach fiv,+, m is a truncation of 9(W). Hence, 23(Z) is a truncation of 9(W). Since there are no repeated composition factors in the sum of the socles of all summands I of U, it follows that 9(U) is also a truncation of 9(W).
Remark. It follows by duality from Lemma 3.1 that if U is any quotient module of W, then G#( U) is the complement in g( W) of some truncation of % w COROLLARY 3.6. Zf X and Y are submodules of W with Xd Y, then 9(X) is a truncation of 9( Y).
Proof. g(X) and g(Y) are both truncations of g(W), by Lemma 3.1. Let p be a point of g(X) (as a truncation of g(W)), representing the simple module L. Then H(p) is the same, say h, on both diagrams. By Lemma 2.3, L is a composition factor of Lev,( Y). Hence, there exists a point q of g(Y) (hence of g(W)) with q representing L and H(q) = h. If q #p in g(W), then L occurs twice as a submodule of Lev,( W), which contradicts Theorem 1. So each point of g(X) is also a point of g( Y) (where both are considered truncations of g(W)). For each point p of g(X), .9(X) as a truncation of s(W) must contain all points below p on its strand (or strands, if p is at the top of a cone). The result follows. LEMMA 3.1. If U d W, X< W and W/U z W/X then U z X.
Proof
We assume that A is a module of minimal composition length such that there exist U d W and X d W with W/U z A % W/X and U & X. Now we argue toward a contradiction.
Fix a simple module L < A. Then there exist modules U' and X' with UfU'< W, X6x'< W, U'/UzLzrx'/X and W/U'zA/Lz W/r. Then U' z X' by our minimality assumption.
By Corollary 3.6, 9(U) is a truncation of $%(U')=Q(X') obtained by removing a point p, which represents L, from the top of @(U'). g(X) is also such a truncation. So g(U) # G@(X) implies that g(X) is obtained by removing a point q #p (which also represents L) from the top of g( U'). We may assume that a( W/X) and a( W/X') are the complements of g(X) and, respectively, 2(X') in G@(W).
Points p and q must occur on different strands of g(W). So by Proposition 2.1 and the remarks preceding it, L has multiplicity two as a composition factor of W. Therefore, L has multiplicity one in each of U, X and A. Now g(U) and g(X) are both truncations of g(W), and differ from each other only by "shifting" one point (which represents L) from the top of g(U) to the top of g(X). If Sot A contains another simple module K & L, then the above argument implies that g(U) and g(X) only differ by shifting a point on top which represents K. This contradiction shows that Sot A = L. Now A #L, for if A = L there would exist a unique submodule M of W with W/M% L (since Top M is multiplicity free). Therefore, B(A) is either v Or I,.
Bearing in mind that 9?(A) is the complement of g(X) in g(W), and that 53(X) has a point in its top which represents L, we apply Proposition 2.1 to the composition factor L of W:
If (2.la) holds, then 9(A) must equal either K fL v / L, or L i L (r = u orj as in (2.la), K ;t Lj or L,). But then, (2.la) implies that L cannot occur in the top of G@(X), the diagram whose complement is 9(A), which is a contradiction. If (2.lb) holds, then 9(A) equals one of '\,. y, or vK (K ~6 Lj or L,). But again, L cannot occur in the top of g(X), another contradiction. Now (2.lc), ((2.ld)) implies that g(A) equals either where r = j (resp. r = u), and that the point p which gives L as a composition factor of X occurs at the top of g(W 
UNIQUENESS AND THE PROOF OF THEOREM 3
W remains an arbitrary nonprojective indecomposable module and U is a submodule of W. We will say "U is unique" if U is the only submodule of W of its isomorphism class. By Theorem 2, g(U) is a truncation of g(W) and G8( W/U) is the complement of Q(U) in g(W). DEFINITION. E( Ii, W) is the set of all points p of g( W) with the following property: there exists a (necessarily unique) truncation s$ of .9(W) with p in its top, such that s(U) is obtained when p is deleted from A$,. If implies that there exists a module U2 < U1 with g( U,) = C3( U). Since U is unique, U = U, < U,. Also, U,/U z L. The hypothesis says that Soc( W/U) contains L with multiplicity one. Hence, there is only one module X such that U < Xd W and X/U z L. Therefore U, =X, so that U, is unique. LEMMA 4.3 . If E( U, W) contains two points p1 and p2 which represent a given simple module L, then not both U 0 p, and U up2 are unique.
Proof
By hypothesis, there exist L,,< Soc( W/U) for j= 1, 2, with L, z L, L, n L, = (0), and such that if U, is the preimage of L, in W, then 9(Uj) = g(U)op,.
Let X be the preimage in W of L, @ L,, so that X/U=L,@Lz.
Suppose that U, is unique. Let a, be an isomorphism of L onto L,. For any x E F, (a, + xa2)(L) is a submodule of X/U which is isomorphic to L. Let M, be the preimage in X of (0, +x0,)(L).
Each M,, with x # 0, is not equal to U,. Hence, k@(M,) # 68( U,), as U, is unique. But U-CM, with M,/Uz L implies that g(M,) is either 9(U)op, or 9(U)op,, by Lemma4.1. Therefore, 9(M,)=9(U)op,= g( U,) for all x # 0. Since M,, # U2 for x E F, it follows that U, = U op2 is not unique. LEMMA 4.4 . Suppose that U satisfies the property Whenever p, a point of 9( U), and q, a point of the complement of 9(U), represent isomorphic simple modules, then in 9(W), H(P) <H(q).
(*I Then U is unique.
Proof: We use induction on the number of points in g(U). If U < Sot W (in particular, if C@(U) has just one point) then U is unique since Sot W is multiplicity free. Let g(U) have n + 1 points, assume that U satisfies (*), and assume that the result holds for submodules of W which satisfy (*) and with composition length at most n.
Let h = max{ H(p): p is a point in g(U)}. We may assume h > 1. Let p be a point in 9(U) with H(p) = h, and which represents the simple module, say, L. Then p must occur in the top of g(U), so there existsU, d U with p E E( U,, W) and g(U) = s( U,) op. We show that U, satisfies (*):
Let p' and q' be points of .63( U, ) and the complement of 6@( U, ), respectively, which represent the same isomorphism class of simple module. Then There exists Xg A"'< U with g(X")=g(X)op.
By Lemma 4.7, x" is unique. We have that X0 q and Xop are both unique, which contradicts Lemma 4.3.
Proof of Theorem 3. This follows at once from Lemmas 4.4 and 4.8. The following result may be used, in conjunction with Lemma 4.2, as an alternative to Theorem 3 to test whether any particular truncation of B( W) is realized by a unique submodule. COROLLARY 4.10 . Suppose that U is unique and that E( U, W) contains points p1 #p, which both represent the simple module L. If H(p,) < H(p,) then Uop, and (U~p,)~p,z(U~p,)~p, are unique in W, while U opz is not unique.
ProojY Note that, as before, p1 and p2 must occur on different strands of g( W), L is a composition factor of W exactly twice, and H(p,) # H(p,) by Theorem 1. Since U is unique, U satisfies (*) by Theorem 3. Then it is easily seen that a(U) op, satisfies (*), since H(p,) < H(p,). Hence U op, is unique, again by Theorem 3. Then U opZ is not unique, by Lemma 4.3.
Since pz is the only point in E( U opl, W) which represents L, it follows from Lemma 4.2 that (Uop,)op, is unique. Finally, (Uop,) op,x (U op2) opl since their diagrams are the same.
